
Accelerate Innovation 
within your Financial 
Crime & Compliance 
Risk Management 
Program

BROCHURE

In a world where the only constant is change - regulatory change, criminal attack change and technological change - 
you need to be agile and solve problems as quickly as possible to protect your organization’s reputation. 

Barriers to Innovation 

When it comes to addressing financial crime and compliance, choosing the best possible solutions and assessing 
them against your in-house capabilities is a big challenge. Overcoming the hurdles of long analysis cycles, plus 
extended deployment and integration projects to determine value, is essential to adapting to an ever-changing 
regulatory environment. 

X-Sight Marketplace 

The NICE Actimize X-Sight Marketplace is an ecosystem focused solely on financial crime and compliance risk 
management.  As a NICE Actimize client, X-Sight Marketplace makes it possible for you to connect directly with a wide 
variety of data, applications, tools and service providers that can fuel your entire program.  You will be able to choose 
and seamlessly deploy these solutions, eliminating long integration projects.  Easily swap in and out those that help your 
organization best.

Autonomous means agility 

Staying current while fighting financial crime means having the ability to choose best-of-breed solutions to solve your 
unique business challenges. Accelerating the value of your efforts depends on the ability to rapidly enable and quickly 
realign your preferred solution choices.

• Seamlessly integrate best of breed data, software and services providers
• Curate an end-to-end solution to fit your unique needs
• Rapidly evolve your solutions and stay ahead of evolving financial crime threats and regulations

Choice 

Regulatory changes necessitate 
new solutions to solve specific 
problems. The multitude of data 
and solution providers in the market 
is vast and selecting the right one is 
critical to success.   

Agility 

Integrating point solutions within 
your risk management value chain 
takes time and know-how.  Getting 
it wrong or not functioning properly 
quickly slows progress and 
produces undesirable outcomes. 

Value   

Organizations need to keep pace 
and get ahead of financial crimes.  
This equates to quick value 
realization from the solutions and a 
much faster ROI.   
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Get in touch to learn more about X-Sight Marketplace 
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